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Who we are
The cluster for water efficiency – ZINNAE involved most of actors in the region that operate in
the sector of water management and efficiency.
ZINNAE is comprised of 34 members, of with 60% are business entities, together with
dedicated research and higher education institutions, local and supra-regional public
authorities as well as other relevant stakeholders around water sector in Aragon region
(Spain).
ZINNAE is a cluster following the quadruple helix collaboration approach, with multiple
possibilities for multi-disciplinary collaborative projects among its members.
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Recognition and trajectory
•

In the register for cluster of the Spanish Industry Ministry since 2010

•

We are participating from 2013 on the WE@EU (FP7 32007) project with other five
European regions with which we have a Joint Plan to promote innovation in water
management

•

We are part from 2015 of the European Strategic Cluster Partnership "Energy and water"
formed by seven European clusters in five different countries (United Kingdom,
Denmark, Netherlands, Spain and France) that bring together SMEs working on water
and energy efficiency.

•

We are a key agent in Aragon's Smart Specialisation Strategy, which designates the
efficiency of water and energy as one of the three strategic lines of work for our regional
government.

Supported by the
European Union
Seventh Framework Programme
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What we do?

Expertise areas
1. Smart water
management: monitoring
systems and ICT
applications
2. Solutions for efficient
use of water from buildings
and dwellings and urban
green areas
3. Solutions for efficient
management of water and
energy associated in
industry
4. Solutions for efficient
management of water and
energy associated in
agriculture

• We promote innovation
projects
• We promote cooperative
business between members
• We organize events to
promote networking and
visibility
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Objectives for today
Presentation of Zaragoza initiatives to save water and energy.


Water conservation programme
1. Modernisation plan of the infrastructures related to water management
2. Byelaw implementation in relation to efficiency in water usage and tariff system
3. Awareness raising campaign: Zaragoza, water saving city



ZINNAE projects: Zaragoza living lab.
1. Smart monitoring project o combined sewer overflows
2. Test bench for water-saving products



Other ZINNAE project: Sustainable management of Integral Water Cycle in lowtechnified urban areas
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Some figures
Zaragoza, with a water consumption of 82.6 hm3 in 1994, fixed an objective for 2010 of 65
hm3/year, a goal that was reached in 2006.

Year

Hm3/year

L/hab/day

1979

106,39

507

1990

87,12

396

2001

79,69

344

2005

68,19

277

2009

59,90

228

2014

58,81

218

Source: Zaragoza City Council, Infraestructure Department
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Some figures
Reduction of invoiced houselhold water consumption

Year

Hm3/year

L/hab/day

2001

30,15

133

2003

30,23

129

2005

29,86

124

2007

28,58

115

2009

26,77

105

2011

25,68

100

2014

24,92

97

Source: Zaragoza City Council, Infraestructure Department
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Quality improvement and water management
plan (2002-2010)
Objectives of the Plan:
 Achieving a high rate of renewal of facilities and outdated networks and in
poor condition.
 Greater control over the flow rate supplied.
 More uniformity in chlorine level.
 Reduction of the consumption of water from the city to 65 hm3/year
Approved in March 2002.

Investment € 104 M.

Source: Zaragoza City Council, Infraestructure Department
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Quality improvement and water management
plan (2002-2010)
Main actions.
1.- Facilities.
 Reinforcement of chlorination stations.
 Improvement of the use of active carbon filtration.
 Coverage and adequacy of deposits.
 New pumping.
 Recovery water consumed in drinking water.
2. - Distribution network.
 192 km renewed
 3 Km rehabilitated

Source: Zaragoza City Council,
Infraestructure Department
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Photovoltaic plant in cover of water deposits

Bylaw implementation in relation to efficiency
in water usage and tariff system
Efficient use of water through water saving devices and a progressive billing.

Source: Zaragoza City Council, Tax Department
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Zaragoza, saving water city
Objective of the programme.
The goal of the project was to demonstrate the possibility of resolving water
scarcity problems by employing approaches that were cheaper, more
environmentally friendly and that avoided social conflict: By increasing the
efficiency of water use Zaragoza would become the example to follow.
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Zaragoza, saving water city. Project Summary:
Main Phases
Phase 1: Zaragoza, Water Saving City. Small steps, major solutions.
Technologies providing long-lasting savings without losses in comfort were
explained.
Phase 2: Zaragoza, Water Saving City. 50 Good Practices.
To overcome resistance to the introduction of the technologies, promotion of the
spread of examples of efficient water use in the city: 50 Examples of Good
Practice as regards Technology and Habits in parks and gardens, public
buildings and industry so as to create reference points and models to be
copied by their peers in each sector.
Phase 3: Zaragoza, Water Saving City: 100,000 commitments.
During the last phase we set the goal of bringing together and certifying 100,000
citizen commitments to correct water use to legitimize Saragossa as the city
organizing an international exhibition focused on water and sustainable
development.
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Zaragoza, saving water city. Target public
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Zaragoza, Water Saving City.
Small Steps, Major Solutions.
(1997-2000)
Savings in one year of 1,176 million litres in the city of Saragossa, equivalent to
5.6% of the city’s annual domestic consumption.
Increase in awareness of water saving measures: the number of citizens unaware
of any measure fell from 60% to 28%.
65% of retail outlets for plumbing, bathroom and sanitary fittings, washing
machines and white goods, and installation of water meters actively
participated in the project.

69% of the city’s schools participated in an activity promoting the efficient use of
water.
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Zaragoza, Water Saving City.
Small Steps, Major Solutions.
(1997-2000)
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Zaragoza, Water Saving City.
50 Examples of Good Practice
(2000-2006)
SUPPORTING EACH SECTOR’S MOST DYNAMIC AND ACTIVE MINORITY in order to
stimulate a process of imitation in their peers.
Prior surveys on the consumption of water in the sectors involved (schools,
hotels, residences, parks and gardens, industries, etc.)
Free audits in centres that voluntarily wished to make a commitment and become
an example of good practice in water management.
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Zaragoza, Water Saving City.
50 Examples of Good Practice
(2000-2006)
Secondary School


Installation of taps with timers.



Installation of urinals with timers.



Installation of water-saving toilets.



Some green areas were planted with plant species adapted to drought
conditions, other gardens were equipped with automatic watering systems
that monitor consumption.



The quantity of water consumed per user per day following installation was 5
litres and the cost per user per year 2.3 euros. These figures are respectively
2.4 and 2.8 times less than the average figures in Zaragoza schools.
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Zaragoza, Water Saving City.
50 Examples of Good Practice
(2000-2006)
Hotel 5*


During a year, it drew up a wide-ranging study that provided the centre with
all the information necessary to undertake the changes with guarantees of
success.



Systems for saving water in the rooms had not been introduced for fear of
reducing the quality of services. A practical study was therefore carried out
with water saving devices and individual meters in four rooms, the guests
were surveyed on the perceived quality and no complaints were made.



During the study, a 19% hot water saving was made and a 27.6% saving in cold
water compared to consumption in traditional rooms.
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Zaragoza, Water Saving City.
50 Examples of Good Practice
(2000-2006)
Information dissemination process


Practical Guide on water saving technologies for homes and public services



Self-Diagnosis Guides on water use for hospitals, offices, schools, hotels, bars,
cafes and restaurants.



Pocket Guides on Good Practices for hairdressers, carwashes, offices,
restaurants, bars and cafes, hotels, sports centres and shopping centres.
Circulation among 10,000 users.
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Zaragoza, Water Saving City.
100,000 Commitments.
(2006-2008)
Project based on:




A citizen participation process…
to make a commitment…
the goal of which is saving water and responsible consumption.

Making Commitments
- more than 170,360 commitments
- 30,412 committed citizens
- 312 committed organizations
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Zaragoza, Water Saving City.
Lessons learnt
1.- Understand existing consumption levels and prioritize activities with a higher
potential for savings:
Zaragoza City Council had set up the modernisation plan of the infrastructures
related to water management and bylaw implementation in relation to efficiency
in water usage and tariff system with incentivizing rates: Zaragoza rates in
progressive bands that award savings
2.- The Public Sector as an example to the rest:
Municipal sports centres in Saragossa have managed to reduce their water bills by
19% (2007)
3.- Support for the most innovative minorities:
Backing with technical/auditing consultancy those users that show a desire to
consume water more efficiently: 50 Examples of Good Practice
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Zaragoza, Water Saving City.
Lessons learnt
4.- Civic Participation: Any project aiming to work to improve water efficiency in
cities must strive for the complicity and participation of consumers
5.- Integrated Planning: Constructing a social revolution around efficient water use
in Spanish cities will only be the result of linking together a range of different
solutions. This is the objective of the integrated plans for the management of
water demand.
Creation of a working group from the services and departments of Saragossa
Town Hall involved in water management (treasury, infrastructure,
environment, parks and gardens, sports centres, etc.)
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Zaragoza, living lab: collaborative innovation
Smart monitoring project of combined sewer overflows
Partners: Research centre (Polytechnic school), an utility (SUEZ group), an SME
and municipal society responsible for city`s network management.
Innovation solution: Quantification of combined sewer overflos (CSOs) a sewer
chamber of Zaragoza network through a real time monitoring of discharges
duration, frequency and their quantitative and qualitative characterization
measuring temperature, level and flow estimation and turbidity.

Living lab in the city: the measures of the sensors are kept in real time. With the
results taken from the project, we expect to know and properly evaluate the
impacts produced on the environment by the alleviations originated in case of
heavy rains.
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Zaragoza, living lab: collaborative innovation
Test bench for water-saving products
Partners: Research centre (Zaragoza university) and two business entities.
The test bench for water-saving products is based on the launching of an Open
Innovation Space focused on the innovation of products linked to the efficient use
of water, based in the Living Lab researching concept.
The pilot phase has consisted of the selection of a sample of dwellings for the
evaluation of water-saving toilets. For continuous monitoring a clever water
consumption meter has been designed. This device can store flow data and
analyse consumer standards.
Comparison of the performance of toilets with discharges capacities up to 10 l
against ecological toilets with a discharging capacity of 2,6-4 litres. The toilet`s
replacement enables a reduction of the daily consumption per home (31%).
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ZINNAE: Promoting water innovation solutions
in small villages
Sustainable Management of the Integral Water Cycle in low-technified urban areas
Partners: Research centre (Zaragoza university) and two business entities (SMEs).
Innovation solution: developing an efficient water management software tool in
towns currently experiencing difficulties for the lack of financial, human and
technical resources.
The needs met by management tools are: upstream supply (tank levels
monitoring, pumping an regulatory requirements); leakage checking in
distribution network and compliance with regulatory requirements of quality of
water supply and sewage service.; supply and sewage cost control and monitoring
and communication towards supra-municipal agents, responsible for the integral
water cycle and users.
Main benefits: Cost saving, security of supply, legal compliance and decision
support.
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Contact

Marisa Fernández
Cluster Manager
mfernandez@zinnae.org
Clara Presa
Project manager
cpresa@zinnae.org
Tel. +34976306161 ext. 237
Mov. +34666533427
www.zinnae.org @InfoZINNAE www.weateu.eu
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